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VISUALISING DATA FRAME FORMATS CONTAINING SUPER
COMMUTATION AND VARIABLE WORD LENGTHS

Frank Kitchen
British Aerospace, Warton, England

ABSTRACT

Compiling a PCM data frame with super commutation poses problems of maintaining
constant sample intervals for the parameters whilst keeping within channel bandwidth
limitations. Add an extra requirement of using variable word lengths to optimise the use
of available bit rate and the problem becomes more challenging.

The available telemetry or tape recorder channel bandwidth rather than the capabilities of
the data acquisition system normally govern the amount of data that can be acquired by
the aircraft instrumentation system. The amount of data demanded usually expands to fill
all available bandwidth and the bit rates are operated at the maximum for the particular
channel. The use of variable word lengths can, in some circumstances, increase the
utilisation of a channel bandwidth.

In order to visualise if a particular requirement can be accommodated within a given data
structure a method of sketching PCM data frames containing a wide mixture of sample
rates using an intermediate matrix has been devised.
The method is described in three stages.
1. Compiling a simple PCM frame.
2. Sketching the intermediate matrix to assist in visualising super commutation limits.
3. Mixing variable word lengths and super commutation in the same PCM format.
The method is not guaranteed to be the most efficient but does give a relatively simple,
non mathematical, way to visualise if the required sample rates can be accommodated in
a given data structure. If the requirement will not fit into the data structure then the
method allows the impact of the necessary changes to the structure to be rapidly assessed.

The paper includes comments on the relevant characteristics needed in the aircraft data
acquisition system. These include variable word lengths, frame lengths, incremental bit
rates and coherency of multiple data bus word parameters
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INTRODUCTION

A method of visualising PCM data frames using an intermediate matrix has been devised.
The purpose of the matrix is to provide a quick and easy confidence check to confirm if
the required super-commutation parameters can be accommodated in a given data frame.
The procedure is described in three stages.
1  Compiling a simple PCM frame.
2  Using an intermediate matrix to assist in visualising super commutation limits.
3  Mixing variable word lengths and super commutation in the same PCM format.
Using variable word length i.e. 10 bit plus parity for traditional parameters and 16 bit for
data bus words, has the potential to increase the utilisation by over 37 percent compared
with using two 10 bit words with parity for each data bus word. This is the attraction of
variable word lengths in a data frame.
The method of using the intermediate matrix is not guaranteed to be the most efficient but
does give a relatively simple way to visualise if the required sample rates can be
accommodated in a given data structure. The intermediate matrix is no more complex to
populate with parameters than a ‘simple’ PCM frame that only uses sub-commutation and
is a direct read across into an IRIG format. Restrictions that prevent the most efficient
utilisation of the data structure and make the compiling process more trial and error are
discussed at each stage. Although there are limitations, the current level of investment in
equipment and software to generate and process the IRIG Standard 106 data formats will
ensure that this type of PCM data frames will be in operation for many more years.
The intermediate matrix is intended to be an aid to visualising and compiling data frames
and is not a mathematical approach. Mathematical approaches to the efficient compiling
of data cycle maps can be found in references 2 and 3.

COMPILING A SIMPLE PCM DATA FRAME

Reference should be made to IRIG Standard 106 –96 for details of class I and class II
data frame structures. (reference 1)
For the purposes of this exercise a PCM format with a structure that consists of a major
frame comprising several minor frames will be used as the example data format
throughout this paper. The example major data frame format consists of a 256 word by 32
minor frames transmitted at a rate of 1 major frame per second with each word composed
of 10 data bits plus parity. For this example consider the requirement to be a mixture of
parameters with sample rates ranging from once per minor frame to once per major
frame, i.e. sub commutation is the requirement. 



 Figure 1 simple PCM format.

Figure 1 represents a class I  IRIG PCM frame format consisting of 8K (8192) data
words.
With the word length of 10 bit plus parity giving a bit rate of 90,112 bits per second for 1
major frame per second. In a simple frame like this the sub-frame ID could be placed
directly after the synchronisation pattern, the exact placement may have restrictions
imposed by the available ground replay system.
Parameters to be acquired are sorted into a list of descending sample rate requirements.
The available sample rates are restricted to 32, 16, 8, 4, 2 and 1 per second i.e. power of 2
increments. A simple check of summing all the required samples, including the house
keeping words to ensure that the total is less than the available words in the data frame is
usually performed.
The house keeping words i.e. sync and sub-frame ID’s are slotted into the required
positions first. This is followed by parameters that must be in fixed positions in the data
structure. These could be timing parameters or those that need a delay from the sync
word clock. The remaining parameters are then allocated places in the data format. One
frame filling strategy is to proceed left to right, column by column working down the
parameter list. This works quite well until a need is identified for groups of parameters to
be acquired sequentially in adjacent word positions or at least in the same minor frame.
This is normally required by groups of parameters that are simultaneously sampled at the
minor frame clock time or sampled as close in time as possible to minimise phase errors
when analysed using Fourier transform techniques.
The frame fill strategy can be adjusted to proceed on a row by row basis along the minor
frames and occupying the relevant sub commutation positions in the minor frame column
as the fill progresses. This has the effect of placing parameters of similar sample rates in-
groups of adjacent word positions until split by the house keeping words. Should it
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become necessary to force parameters into adjacent word positions then the fill of the
data format can be inefficient, without a simple method of testing if the data can be
acquired in a predefined structure. The needs of the data analysis system and
characteristics of the data acquisition system override the efficient utilisation of the data
frame structure. This is a recurring theme that has more impact as the demands on the end
to end instrumentation acquisition and analysis systems increase.

VISUALISING A SUPER COMMUTATION FRAME FORMAT
The technique for visualising super commutation will be demonstrated by examples. The
aim of using the intermediate matrix is to give a simple method of indicating if a super-
commutation requirement can be accommodated in a give frame structure and create a
data structure that can be populated with parameters in a similar manner to the simple
PCM format.
The first example is to answer the questions of “ Can our example 8k data frame
accommodate 7 parameters at 1024 sample per second with the remaining 1K being used
for house keeping and other parameters at low rates”? If not, what changes should be
made to accommodate them?

The first step is to sketch the data format as the intermediate matrix. (Figure 2) The
columns are drawn with a height of the highest sample rate required and the row length
such that height multiplied by the length equals the target data frame size of 8K. For this
example it is 1024 by 8. The synchronisation words are then inserted as the first three
words and repeated 32 times in the columns evenly spaced in a sub commutation fashion
to define 32 minor frames. The sub frame ID could be inserted later as a parameter.

The intermediate matrix shows that there are only 5 columns completely free for
parameters at 1024 samples per second. The simple answer to the question is that only 5
parameters can be accommodated at 1024 samples per second. The first three columns
containing the synchronisation words could also accommodate 3 parameters at 512
samples per second, with space for other parameters at a lower rate.
The lower rate parameters are allocated positions in the matrix in a similar manner to that
used for the simple PCM frame placing them in ‘ sub- commutation’ positions in the
longer columns. The intermediate matrix is translated back to the normal data frame
format by reading the matrix left to right, row by row, starting a new sub frame at the
start of the sync word pattern.
The second part of the question was “What changes would be required to accommodate 7
parameters at 1024 samples per second?” In order to increase the capacity from 5 to 7
parameters at 1024 samples per second then an inspection of the matrix indicates that an
additional two columns need to be added.



This will have the effect of increasing the frame size by 64 words per minor frame i.e. to
a 320 by 32 data frame. The design features of the data acquisition system may not allow
the required size of data frame to be generated. The bit clock may stay constant to
maintain bandwidth or trimmed upwards to maintain sample rates if the data acquisition
system has sufficient flexibility. Systems that are limited to modulo two increments of bit
rates may have a problem in achieving an optimum compromise.
Special consideration needs to be given to parameters acquired by ‘simultaneous
sampling at super commutation rates. Systems that sample only at the minor frame have
the obvious limitation that super-commutation is not possible. For those that sample the
full system at pre-defined word positions / time intervals from the system clocks a check
needs to made to ensure that all required parameters are within the time boundaries. As
with the simple PCM frame it is the need to place parameters in adjacent word positions
in the PCM frame that precludes an easy method of establishing if the data can be
accommodated in a given format. The use of super commutation reduces the number of
adjacent word position available because of their interlaced positions in the format. The
more stringent the requirements for adjacent data word positions the greater the problems
and uncertainties of accommodating them in a given structure.
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The second example demonstrates how simple the intermediate matrix makes answering
the question of “How many parameters can be accommodated in the example 8K data
frame at 512 samples per second”? Without even drawing the matrix it is possible to
visualise the answer.
Dividing 8K by 512 gives 16. Subtract 3 from the 16 columns to allow for the three
adjacent sync words leaves 13 columns free for the parameters at 512 samples per
second. The answer is that 13 parameters can be acquired at 512 samples per second.

VARIABLE WORD LENGTH
The attraction of considering variable word length is the potential of increasing the
utilisation of available bandwidth by transmitting more parameters with a given bit rate.
Consider our example data frame and assume that half of the parameters will be from a
1553 data bus. The 1553 data bus has 16 bit words and these are normally split into 2
PCM words (22 bits with parity) and can include flag bits added to indicate stale or
missed data and the active bus to fill the remaining bits in the words.
With the example data frame of 256 word by 32 sub-frames of traditional data words at
10 bits plus parity the data frame contains 90112 bits. Allocating half of the frame to
1553 parameters gives 45056 bits for data bus words.
This is space for 2048 data bus words using 22 bits (two PCM words) per data bus word.
By using 16 bits per word then 2816 data bus words can be acquired with no change in
bit rate, see figure 3.
This represents a potential increase of 37.5% data bus words within the same number of
bits. Such an increase may be difficult to achieve in practice.
As with the traditional analogue parameters there are restrictions that appear when
considering the data timing and analysis techniques to be employed.

Note that the comments for the data bus parameters also apply as general statements for
any source of data that is inserted into a data format from a ‘current value table’ that is
updated asynchronously.

88 @ 16 bits128 @ 11bits

32
4096 words at 11bits 2816 words at 16

bits

 Figure 3  The ‘simple’ PCM format with variable word length



Parameters are allocated positions in the data structure in a similar manner to simple
PCM format with due regard taken as to word length. The data frame could be treated as
two frame formats for the purpose of allocating parameters.
As with the acquisition of traditional analogue parameters the data bus parameters have
requirements that impose restrictions on the compiling of the data format. Because of the
asynchronous acquisition of the data bus words into a current value table there is a
possibility that values are missed or stale data is transmitted again. This may not present a
problem for any individual data word but if the required parameter is composed of
several data bus words then it is desirable that each word is acquired from the same data
bus message. The same will apply if the complete data bus message transmits different
parameters and toggles regularly between data lists. In these circumstances the technique
of over sampling and placing the parameters in adjacent frame format word positions
may not produce satisfactory results. A coherent bus monitor is required to guarantee
parameter integrity and to allow more flexibility in compiling the data frame format.

When super-commutation is required the intermediate matrix is sketched as before with
the column size being the highest sample rate required. (Figure 4) In order to keep the
process simple the same word length is applied to all words in any one column. The
number of columns converted to the 16 bit word length depends upon the required ratio
of 11 to 16 bit word lengths in the final frame format. If the bit rate and frame rates are to
be held constant then substituting 16 bit words for 11 bit words must be at an 11 to 16
ratio. This is very difficult to achieve in practice when there are parameters that require
sampling at super-com rates.

Individual parameters may be embedded into the matrix but only at the minimum sample
rate of the minor frame rate, this effectively modifies the same word position in each
minor frame to the required length. This maintains the requirement for all minor frames
to be composed of the same number of bits but will cause a small reduction of sample
rate or require an incremental increase in bit rate.

The intermediate matrix can be used as an aid to rapidly assess changes to the data
structure to optimise it to meet requirements. The first attempt at creating the
intermediate matrix and making half the words 16 bits gives a 128 by 32 data frame
consisting of 110,592 bits, see figure 4. This could be too high a bit rate for the recording
or transmission channel. If the bit rate is lowered then the resulting sample rates could be
too low. Examining the intermediate matrix reveals that the available options are changes
to the columns. By removing one of the 16 bit columns gives a 224 by 32 data frame
consisting of 94,208 bits. This is close to the original bit rate of the example data format
of 90,112 and could well satisfy the bit and sample rate requirements.



In practice it would probably be more effective to create several pre-defined frame
formats with different ratios of word lengths and sample rates to meet the typical mission
requirements and trimming parameter requirements to fit. It may be an advantage to have
a data acquisition and de-commutation system that supports in flight programme changes.

SUMMARY OF EQUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Various comments have been passed on features that are desirable in the PCM data
acquisition system, they are listed here for reference.

1 A ground de-commutation system that has the capability to support variable word
length and in flight programme changes to IRIG Standard 106.

2 A capability to have incremental bit rates instead of times 2 steps.
3 Variable word length capability.
4 Simultaneous sampling of analogue channels
5 Coherent data bus acquisition units for complete messages and parts of messages
6 In flight programme change capability
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Figure 4  intermediate matrix with mixed variable word length.



CONCLUSION
Despite the increase in demands on the end to end PCM systems the IRIG-106 Standard
data format will be in use for many more years. With the availability of equipment that
have more flexible design features alternative methods of populating the data format can
be considered but restrictions will still limit the efficient utilisation of the data format.
The intermediate matrix is a useful tool in the visualisation of PCM of data frame formats
containing super-commutation. It allows the rapid evaluation of changes to the data
format to establish the best optimisation of conflicting requirements.
In the long term it can be expected that new formats will emerge making more efficient
use of computer communications techniques.
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